Virtual Agenda – Monday, August 28, 2023

Videocast available for public viewing (times are ET)

12:00 pm  Welcome and introductions  
Dr. Andrea Beckel-Mitchener, NEWG Designated Federal Official

12:05 pm  Update from the BRAIN Director  
Dr. John Ngai, Director, NIH BRAIN Initiative

12:15 pm  Update on the BRAIN Neuroethics portfolio  
Dr. Jay Churchill, BRAIN Team N Co-Lead

Session on ethics of human brain data sharing:

12:35 pm  July 17-18 NEWG Data Sharing Workshop: Summary and developing draft points to consider  
Moderators: Dr. Saskia Hendriks, Neuroethics Consultant; Dr. Christine Grady, NEWG Co-Chair

1:35 pm  BREAK

Panel: Disclosure and participant control for sharing individual-level human brain data:

1:50 pm  Introduction and framing  
Dr. Christine Grady, NEWG Co-Chair

1:55 pm  Disclosure in informed consent  
Discussants: Dr. James Eberwine, Acting NEWG Co-Chair; Dr. Christine Grady, NEWG Co-Chair

2:35 pm  iCONCUR: informed consent for clinical data and bio-sample use for research  
Speaker: Dr. Lucila Ohno-Machado, Yale School of Medicine

2:55 pm  An overview of dynamic consent  
Dr. Christine Grady, NEWG Co-Chair

3:05 pm  Research participant perspectives and their implications for informed consent in brain studies  
Speaker: Dr. Amy McGuire, Baylor College of Medicine
3:25 pm  **Panel Discussion**  
*Discussion moderator: Dr. James Eberwine, Acting NEWG Co-Chair*

4:05 pm  **Roundtable Updates**  
*NEWG members; Moderator: Dr. Nita Farahany, NEWG Co-Chair*

4:20 pm  **ADJOURN**